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Section 1. Before you start

About this tutorial
This tutorial teaches you how to develop applications using Cocoon, Wireless Markup
Language (WML), and XMLForms. The course is intended for developers and technical
managers who want to get an overview of Cocoon and understand how to use Cocoon for
application development.

Prerequisites
To use this tutorial, you should be familiar with basic Java programming, WML, XML, and
XSLT.

About the authors
Vivek Malhotra is a Subject Matter Expert on Wireless Technologies who is based in the
Washington D.C. area. Vivek has several years of experience developing and implementing
wireless applications and has spoken on expert panels focusing on the wireless industry. You
can reach him at vmalhot@yahoo.com for any questions you might have about the content of
this tutorial.

Roman Vichr is senior architect at DDLabs, an e-commerce and EAI consulting company.
During the past nine years, his focus has been on database management for client/server and
Web applications development. His latest interest includes expanding databases into wireless
technology. His background is in fiber optics, culminating in a Ph.D. in the field from Prague's
Institute of Chemical Technology. You can reach him at rvichr@ddlabs.com.
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Section 2. Getting started with Cocoon

What is Cocoon?
Cocoon is an XML-based framework that is used to publish XML (Extensible Markup
Language) content using the XSLT (XML Stylesheet Language Transformation) language.
Using XSLT to transform XML documents provides a powerful delivery mechanism. It can be
used to implement both Web-based and wireless applications and allows content to be
delivered in different formats such as HTML, WML, PDF, SVG, and RTF. Cocoon interacts
with most data sources, including filesystems, RDBMS, LDAP, and native XML databases.

Cocoon installation and configuration
To run, Cocoon requires a servlet engine. Your system must have a Java Virtual Machine
(Java 1.2 or later) and a Servlet Engine (compliant with Servlet 2.2).

To install, configure, and run Cocoon:

1. Download, install, and configure Tomcat because this tutorial uses Tomcat. Tomcat can be
downloaded from the Tomcat Homepage (jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/).

2. Download, install, and configure Cocoon. Download Cocoon from the Cocoon Homepage.
(cocoon.apache.org)

3. Copy the Cocoon WAR file (cocoon.war) from the directory where Cocoon is installed to the
$CATALINA_HOME/webapps directory, which is under the directory where Tomcat is
installed.

4. Ensure that Tomcat is not running.

5. Restart Tomcat after copying the cocoon.war file. Cocoon should now be running on
http://localhost:8080/cocoon/.

There are two main configuration files associated to Cocoon: log.xconf and cocoon.xconf. Both
files can be found in the $CATALINA_HOME/webapps/cocoon/WEB-INF directory. log.xconf
configures Cocoon logging and cocoon.xconf configures Cocoon caching, data sources, and
other advanced options.
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Section 3. Cocoon processing model, sitemap, and
pipelines

Cocoon processing model
The Cocoon processing model consists of the framework, processing, implementation, and
content layers.

Cocoon processing model: Framework Layer
The following components make up the Framework Layer:
• Avalon: At the core of the Cocoon infrastructure is Avalon, an Apache project. The Avalon

project is an effort to create, design, develop, and maintain a common framework and set of
components for applications written using the Java language. See Resources for more
information on Avalon.

• Caching mechanism: The Cocoon caching mechanism is determined by the Avalon
components. Cocoon caches the response to requests, which speeds up multiple accesses
to the same page.

• Pipeline: An XML document is pushed through a pipeline that exists in several
transformation steps of your document. A pipeline begins with a generator, continues with
zero or more transformers, and ends with a serializer.

• Base component classes: Base component classes are used to handle, generate, compile,
load, and execute logic as a pipeline is processed.

Cocoon processing model: Processing Layer
The following components make up the processing layer:
• Sitemap components: These components handle the processing of a request.

• Logicsheets: These are functions, within the libraries of code that have been developed as
part of the model-view-controller (MVC), that can be called from the application code.

Cocoon processing model: Implementation Layer
The following components make up the Implementation Layer:
• Configuration files: The two most important configuration files among several other Cocoon

configuration files are cocoon.xconf and web.xml. The main purposes of the configuration
files include: defining what components are used by the application, configuration of
components, data source and connection pools setup, and configuring what debugging data
is collected.

• Custom components: Components that a developer custom creates to extend Cocoon.
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• Custom logicsheets: Logicsheets that the developer custom creates.

Cocoon processing model: Content Layer
The Content Layer forms the highest level of the Cocoon processing model. It provides the
source content to feed the application. The content can exist in various formats including XML,
HTML, graphic formats, content in relational databases, and so on.

Sitemap: Pipeline process
Once a request is received, the pipeline process follows these basic steps:
• Request Matching and Selection: In this step the request is identified and matched to a

sequence of interactions to handle the request.

• Generator: This step generates a series of Simple API for XML (SAX) events from a data
source like a file or database.

• Transformer: An XSLT stylesheet is applied in this step to transform the XML.

• Serializer: The final step in the pipeline process is to create the response (serialization of
SAX events) in a PDF, WML, XML, HTML format.

Sitemap
The sitemap contains the configuration information for the pipelines used by an application.
Cocoon uses a main sitemap (sitemap.xmap) found in the root of the Cocoon Web application
folder. Sub-sitemaps are created in the individual application folders. Below is the structure of
a basic sitemap:

<map:sitemap xmlns:map="http://apache.org/cocoon/sitemap/1.0">

<map:components>
<map:generators default="file"/>
<map:transformers default="xslt"/>
<map:readers default="resource"/>
<map:serializers default="html"/>
<map:selectors default="browser"/>
<map:matchers default="wildcard"/>

</map:components>
<map:pipelines>

<map:pipeline>
.....

</map:pipeline>
<map:pipeline>

.....
</map:pipeline>

</map:pipelines>
</map:sitemap>
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Section 4. Cocoon and HTML

Steps for making an application available
To make an application available through Cocoon, you must perform the following steps:

1. Create the application directory and subdirectories.

2. Create an XML document.

3. Create an XSLT to transform the XML document.

4. Create a sub-sitemap under the application directory.

5. Mount the sub-sitemap by creating a pipeline entry for the application in the main sitemap,
which is found in the root of the Cocoon Web application folder.

Hello World! example application directory and
subdirectories
In this tutorial you will create a simple Hello World! application that will be rendered in both
HTML (for Web browsers) and WML (for WAP-enabled phones). First, create an application
directory, for instance, examples. Next, under the examples directory, create the following
subdirectories:

• content

• images

• logic

• style

• xsp

Note that the directory structure is not required and is only a suggestion when developing with
Cocoon.

Hello World! example: sub-sitemap
A sub-sitemap is created in the root of the application directory. The sub-sitemap contains the
application-specific components and pipelines. For the Hello World! example, create the
following sitemap in the application directory -- in this case, the examples directory:

<map:sitemap xmlns:map="http://apache.org/cocoon/sitemap/1.0">

<map:components>

<map:generators default="file"/>
<map:transformers default="xslt"/>
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<map:readers default="resource"/>
<map:serializers default="html"/>
<map:selectors default="browser"/>
<map:matchers default="wildcard"/>

</map:components>

<map:pipelines>
<map:pipeline>

</map:pipeline>
</map:pipelines>

</map:sitemap>

Save the file as an XML file type called sitemap.xmap.

Hello World! example: XML file
An XML file must be created and saved in the examples/content directory. Below is the code
for the XML file:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<page>

<title>Hello</title>
<content>

<paragraph>Hello World!</paragraph>
</content>

</page>

The XML file contains a tag for the title and a tag for the Hello World! statement. Save the file
as helloworld.xml under the examples/content directory.

Hello World! example: XSLT stylesheet
To transform the XML file into HTML, an XSLT stylesheet must be created. The stylesheet
contains the processing instructions for displaying the content in HTML. Below is the XSLT
code for transforming the helloworld.xml file to HTML:

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">

<xsl:template match="page">
<wml>
<card id="index">
<xsl:attribute name="title">
<xsl:value-of select="title"/>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</card>
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</wml>
</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="title">
</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="paragraph">
<p align="center">
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</p>
</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>

Save the file as helloworld2html.xsl in the examples/style directory.

Hello World! example: pipeline entry
Add the following pipeline statements to the sitemap.xmap file located in the application
directory:

<map:pipeline>
<map:match pattern="helloworld.html">

<map:generate src="content/helloworld.xml"/>
<map:transform src="style/helloworld2html.xsl"/>
<map:serialize type="html"/>

</map:match>
</map:pipeline>

The statements tell Cocoon how to handle the request and process it. Once the Matcher
receives a URI with the helloworld.html pattern, it transfers the URI to the pipeline for
processing. The pipeline uses the XSLT helloworld2html.xsl to transform the XML file
helloworld.xml to HTML. The data is sent to the browser using an HTMLSerializer.

Hello World! example: mounting
The main sitemap needs to know about the newly created sub-sitemap. To do this, a pipeline
entry is required in the main sitemap, located in the main Cocoon Web directory. Add the
following code to the main sitemap.xmap file:

<map:pipeline>
<map:match pattern="Examples/**">
<mount uri-prefix="Examples" src="Examples/sitemap.xmap"/>

</map:match>
</map:pipeline>

In this case, the Matcher is looking for any URI that starts with Examples/. Once it encounters
a URI that starts with Examples/, Cocoon directs the URI to the sitemap.xmap in the examples
directory for processing.
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View Hello World! from browser
To view the output in a browser, go to http://localhost:8080/Cocoon/Examples/helloworld.html.
The following illustration shows the output of the Hello World! page in an HTML browser:
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Section 5. Cocoon and WML

Hello World! example
One of Cocoon's features is support for WAP phones. The WAP phone browser renders WML
content. In this section you will create a simple Hello World! example to be viewed on a WAP
browser.

Hello World! example: XSLT stylesheet
To render the XML file to be displayed in WML, two main changes are required to the steps in
the previous section: a separate XSLT file and a new pipeline entry to the sub-sitemap. The
following XSLT code shows how to transform the Hello World! XML file to WML:

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">

<xsl:template match="page">
<wml>
<card id="index">
<xsl:attribute name="title">
<xsl:value-of select="title"/>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</card>
</wml>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="title">
</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="paragraph">
<p align="center">
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</p>
</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>

Save the file as helloworld2wml.xsl in the examples/style directory.

Hello World! example: pipeline entry
Next, add the following pipeline statements to the sitemap.xmap file located in the application
directory:
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<map:pipeline>
<map:match pattern="helloworld.wml">
<map:generate src="content/helloworld.xml"/>
<map:transform src="style/helloworld2wml.xsl"/>
<map:serialize type="wml"/>

</map:match>
</map:pipeline>

Just as in the example shown in the previous section, the statements tell Cocoon how to
handle the request and process it. Once the Matcher receives a URI with the helloworld.html
pattern, it transfers the URI to the pipeline for processing. The pipeline uses the XSLT,
helloworld2wml.xsl, to transform the XML file, helloworld.xml to WML. The data is sent to the
browser using a WMLSerializer.

View Hello World! from WAP Phone
Below is an illustration of the output of the Hello World! example from a WAP-enabled phone:
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Section 6. Cocoon, XMLForms, and WML

XMLForms (using version 2.0.4)
So, you're probably already asking why you should use this new XMLForm. What advantage
does it provide? The reason is very simple: It uses widely-known technologies, like the Cocoon
XMLForms mechanism, which is very similar to Struts and XForms. Also:

• It simplifies complex data types and multi-page transactions.

• It provides automated two-way mapping between HTML Forms, XML, and JavaBeans.

• It allows standardization of form validations and separation of the actual logic from the form's
structure.

• It promotes natural reuse of validation, binding, and business logic between Cocoon actions
(which are best utilized for interactive client-driven Web applications) and Web services
(which are becoming the standard machine-to-machine Web technology)

• It utilizes much of the Cocoon technology -- especially actions, action sets, and Cocoon-form
format.

The 2.0.4 version used in this tutorial provides an automated two-way binding of HTML forms
to JavaBeans (and DOM nodes) through XPath and an automatic validation of JavaBeans
(and DOM nodes) through Schematron schemas. It is a very efficient way of form binding.

Note that you can also use version 2.1 although the directory structure is significantly updated
compared to version 2.04. On ther other hand, the documentation appears to be more
extensive in version 2.1.

Cocoon XMLForms settings
The following example shows an XMLFORM xform config file:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xconf xpath="/cocoon/input-modules" unless="component-instance[@name='xmlform']">

<component-instance logger="core.modules.input" name="xmlform"
class="org.apache.cocoon.components.modules.input.XMLFormInput"/>

</xconf>

The XMLform main package, in addition to regular Java packages deployed to run XML Forms
with TOMCAT, is package org.apache.cocoon.components.xmlform. The common files are
placed in the Cocoon lib directory in version 2.1 (because it has an embedded application
server within the installation). The previous versions of Cocoon installations (for example,
version 2.0.4) run on top of Tomcat. Therefore, any Cocoon libraries are deployed within the lib
directory of the web application.

The following section shows an example of how this package will be used in your classes to
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support the XML Form. The FormListener implements an event listener to listen and act on
actions within your form.

import org.apache.cocoon.acting.AbstractXMLFormAction;
import org.apache.cocoon.components.xmlform.Form;
import org.apache.cocoon.components.xmlform.FormListener;

XMLForms CASTOR-specified bindings.
When using the CASTOR mapping, specification is determined per mapping in sitemap.xml

<map:transformers default="xslt">
<map:transformer name="castor"
src="org.apache.cocoon.transformation.CastorTransformer">
<mapping>castor-mappings/test-mapping.xml</mapping>

</map:transformer>
</map:transformers>

The location of the actual file -- in our case test-mapping.xml -- is in:
C:\develop\jakarta-tomcat-4.0\webapps\cocoon\mount\xmlform\castor-mappings\.

The actual mapping in this file is defined for every field in the XMLForm per XMLForm, as
shown in the following example within the tags. As part of the mapping, you can specify
integers, string fields, and so on, including the attribute of an element and collection:

<field name="scope" type="java.lang.String">
<bind-xml name="city" node="element"/>

</field>

Below is an example of binding a collection to the form and specifying the validation by
NestedBean class.

<class name="org.apache.cocoon.samples.xmlform.NestedBean">
<map-to xml="tradingInfo"/>

<field name="security" type="java.lang.String">
<bind-xml name="security" node="attribute"/>

</field>
</class>

Validating using Schematron instead of CASTOR
You can use Schematron instead of CASTOR as another option for implementing XForms.
This approach is very efficient programming-wise and does not need CASTOR Mapping.
Schematron requires Direct Access using the JXPath library.

The Schematron schema for the Validation Test is shown below, whereas Java processing
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rules are simulated with asserts.

<rule context="name">
<assert test="string-length(.) > 3"
diagnostics="dname dcount">Phone name should be at least 4 characters.</assert>
<assert test="string-length(.) < 10">
Phone name should be less than 10 characters.</assert>

</rule>

XMLForms and HTML
The following example is a pattern called demo1.html, which will provide HTML serilization.

<map:match pattern="demo1.html">
<map:act type="FormBinderAction"/>
<map:generate src="insertFormBean.xml"/>
<map:transform type="castor"/>
<map:transform src="cocoon:/make-validator"/>
<!-- map:transform src="schematron/xmlform-sch-report.xsl"/ -->
<map:transform src="formbean2html.xsl"/>
<map:serialize type="html"/>

</map:match>

The actual link to display this page will be HTML:
http://localhost:8088/cocoon/mount/xmlform/demo1.html.

XMLForms and JavaBean
The code for validating JavaBean is simple (as you can see in the example below).

The example is the structure of a simple test class:

package org.apache.cocoon.components.validation;

import java.util.ArrayList;

/**
*simple test bean
*/
public class WMLTestingBean {

private String WMLname = "HelloWorld";
private ArrayList WMLpreferences = new ArrayList();
private WMLTestingBean personal = new WMLTestingBean();

public WMLTestingBean() { // This sets preferences in the Array
preferences.add("likeNokia");
preferences.add("likeATT");

}
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public WMLTestingBean(String newName) {
this();
WMLname = newName;

}

public String getWMLName() { // accessor to get value
return WMLname;

}

public void setWMLName(String newName) { // set value
WMLname = newName;

}
public ArrayList getPreferences() {

return preferences;
}

public WMLNestingBean getPersonalInfo() { //Nested Bean
return personal;

}

public void setPersonalInfo(WMLTestingBean newPersonal) {
personal = newPersonal;

}
}

XMLForms and WML
The following example shows XMLForms sitemap.xmap settings.

<map:match pattern="demo2.wml">
<map:act type="ValidationFormAction"/>
<map:select type="parameter">
<map:parameter name="parameter-selector-test" value="{$nextPage}"/>
<!-- validation passed, go to next page -->
<map:when test="success">
<map:call resource="display-success"/>
</map:when>
<!-- validation failed, go to the same page -->
<map:otherwise>
<map:generate src="insertFormBean-Demo2.xml"/>
<map:transform type="castor"/>
<map:transform src="formbean2wml-Demo2.xsl"/>
<map:serialize type="wml"/>
</map:otherwise>
</map:select>
</map:match>

The actual link to display this page will be HTML:
http://localhost:8088/cocoon/mount/xmlform/demo2.wml

The final WML page for validation can be seen in the image below.
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Section 7. Summary and resources

Summary
This tutorial has given you an overview of Cocoon, and has shown you how you can use
Cocoon, WML, and XMLForms to develop applications.

Resources
For additional information and resources, tool kits refer to the following sites:
• Cocoon Homepage (jakarta.apache.org/cocoon/)

• Tomcat Homepage (jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/)

• Openwave SDK (www.openwave.com/products/developer_products/sdk/)

• Java Technology Web site (java.sun.com)

• For more information on Avalon go to the Avalon Homepage (avalon.apache.org).

Feedback
Please let us know whether this tutorial was helpful to you and how we could make it better.
We'd also like to hear about other tutorial topics you'd like to see covered.

For questions about the content of this tutorial, contact the authors, Vivek Malhotra and Roman
Vichr, at vmalhot@yahoo.com or rvichr@ddlabs.com.

Colophon

This tutorial was written entirely in XML, using the developerWorks Toot-O-Matic tutorial
generator. The open source Toot-O-Matic tool is an XSLT stylesheet and several XSLT
extension functions that convert an XML file into a number of HTML pages, a zip file, JPEG
heading graphics, and two PDF files. Our ability to generate multiple text and binary formats
from a single source file illustrates the power and flexibility of XML. (It also saves our
production team a great deal of time and effort.)

You can get the source code for the Toot-O-Matic at
www6.software.ibm.com/dl/devworks/dw-tootomatic-p. The tutorial Building tutorials with the
Toot-O-Matic demonstrates how to use the Toot-O-Matic to create your own tutorials.
developerWorks also hosts a forum devoted to the Toot-O-Matic; it's available at
www-105.ibm.com/developerworks/xml_df.nsf/AllViewTemplate?OpenForm&RestrictToCategory=11.
We'd love to know what you think about the tool.
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